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Every organization has its share of political drama: Personalities clash.
Agendas compete. Turf wars erupt. But you need to work productively
with your colleagues—even the challenging ones—for the good of your
organization and your career. How can you do that without
compromising your integrity? By acknowledging that power dynamics
and unwritten rules exist—and constructively navigating them. Whether
you're a new professional or an experienced one, this guide will teach
you how to: (1) Build relationships with difficult people, (2) gain allies
and increase your sphere of influence, (3) wrangle resources, (4) move
up without alienating your colleagues, (5) avoid power games and petty
rivalries, and (6) claim credit when it's due.New York magazine was
born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and
quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across
the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering
everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's
consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy
and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a
place and an idea.Determined to live her own life free of the controls of
any man, Sara Louisa Wheelock disguises herself as a man and sets off
from her home in Michigan to fight as a soldier in the Civil War.In its
114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data
licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
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offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media,
digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.From the bestselling
author of The House of Hawthorne comes a historical fiction novel that
gives life to the women behind novelist Ernest Hemingway in a “robust,
tender story of love, grief, and survival on Key West in the 1930s.”* In
Depression-era Key West, Mariella Bennet, the daughter of an American
fisherman and a Cuban woman, knows hunger. Her struggle to support
her family following her father’s death leads her to a bar and bordello,
where she bets on a risky boxing matchand attracts the interest of two
men: world-famous writer, Ernest Hemingway, and Gavin Murray, one of
the WWI veterans who are laboring to build the Overseas Highway.
When Mariella is hired as a maid by Hemingway’s second wife, Pauline,
she enters a rarified world of lavish, celebrity-filled dinner parties and
elaborate off-island excursions. As she becomes caught up in the
tensions and excesses of the Hemingway household, the attentions of
the larger-than-life writer become a dangerous temptationeven as
straightforward Gavin Murray draws her back to what matters most. Will
she cross an invisible line with the volatile Hemingway, or find a way to
claim her own dreams? As a massive hurricane bears down on Key
West, Mariella faces some harsh truthsand the possibility of losing
everything she loves.In this fifth edition of the bestselling text in
organizational theory and behavior, Bolman and Deal’s update includes
coverage of pressing issues such as globalization, changing workforce,
multi-cultural and virtual workforces and communication, and
sustainability. A full instructor support package is available including an
instructor’s guide, summary tip sheets for each chapter, hot links to
videos & extra resources, mini-assessments for each of the frames, and
podcast Q&As with Bolman & Deal.The Civil War has just ended. Sally
Day Hammond is a vivacious, tiny, coddled Southern lady. Charles
Horne is silent, tall, unbending and from the North. They have been
corresponding since Harper's Ferry and are now to be married. When
Charles brings Sally back to live with his strict New England family, little
wonder that tensions rise to the breaking point, but Sally has mettle. In
the desperate honesty of this young couple s conflict, both young hearts
will have to truly stretch and meld. Amidst a rich historical setting,
skilled novelist Bianca Bradbury brings all the resources of
heartsearching realism to the predicaments of young married love. Ages
10 and up."Now an old man, John is haunted by memories of enlisting to
fight in World War II, a decision which forced him to face the horrors of
war and changed his life forever.In its 114th year, Billboard remains the
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world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events,
brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most
trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music,
video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and
trends.On the night of President Abraham Lincoln's assassination, his
frantic wife, Mary, calls for her best friend and confidante, Elizabeth
Keckley, but the woman is mistakenly kept from her side by guards who
were unaware of Mary Todd Lincoln's close friendship with the black
seamstress. How did these two women--one who grew up in a wealthy
Southern home and became the wife of the president of the United
States, the other who was born a slave and eventually purchased her
own freedom—come to be such close companions? With vivid detail and
emotional power, Ann Rinaldi delves into the childhoods of these two
fascinating women who became devoted friends and confidantes amid
the turbulent times of the Lincoln administration.Cornelia Greene is fed
up with gossip about her mother. Caty Littlefield Greene was once a
beautiful young bride who lifted the troops’ spirits at Valley Forge, but
Cornelia knows that rumors of Caty’s past indiscretions hurt Nathanael
Greene, Cornelia’s adored father. Yet Caty claims that she’s just a flirt,
and that flirting is a female necessity—a woman’s only means of power.
Cornelia’s concern with her mother’s reputation abruptly fades to the
background when she learns that Nathanael Greene may not be her
father. As she searches for the truth, she makes unexpected discoveries
that lead her to a new understanding of love and family.Fanny McCoy
has lived in fear and anger ever since that day in 1878 when a dispute
with the Hatfields over the ownership of a few pigs set her family on a
path of hatred and revenge. From that day forward, along the ragged
ridges of the West Virginia-Kentucky line, the Hatfields and the McCoys
have operated not withing the law but within mountain codes of their
own making. In 1882, when Fanny's sister Roseanna runs off with young
Johnse Hatfield, the hatred between the two clans explodes. As the
killings, abductions, raids, and heartbreak escalate bitterly and
senselessly, Fanny, the sole voice of reason, realizes that she is
powerless to stop the fighting and must learn to rise above the petty
natures of her family and neighbors to find her own way out of the
hatred.When a Confederate general threatens to burn Hagerstown,
Maryland, unless the town pays an exorbitant ransom, twelve-year-old
Amelia and her friend Josh find a way to save the town. Reprint.By
showing that kitchen skill, and not budget, is the key to great food,
Good and Cheap will help you eat well—really well—on the strictest of
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budgets. Created for people who have to watch every dollar—but
particularly those living on the U.S. food stamp allotment of $4.00 a
day—Good and Cheap is a cookbook filled with delicious, healthful
recipes backed by ideas that will make everyone who uses it a better
cook. From Spicy Pulled Pork to Barley Risotto with Peas, and from
Chorizo and White Bean Ragù to Vegetable Jambalaya, the more than
100 recipes maximize every ingredient and teach economical cooking
methods. There are recipes for breakfasts, soups and salads, lunches,
snacks, big batch meals—and even desserts, like crispy, gooey
Caramelized Bananas. Plus there are tips on shopping smartly and the
minimal equipment needed to cook successfully. And when you buy
one, we give one! With every copy of Good and Cheap purchased, the
publisher will donate a free copy to a person or family in need. Donated
books will be distributed through food charities, nonprofits, and other
organizations. You can feel proud that your purchase of this book
supports the people who need it most, giving them the tools to make
healthy and delicious food. An IACP Cookbook Awards Winner.In its
114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data
licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and
offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media,
digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.Remy Lai, the awardwinning creator of Pie in the Sky makes her middle-grade graphic novel
debut, Pawcasso, about the unexpected friendship between the
loneliest girl in class and the coolest canine in town. "It's tail-wagging
entertaining!" —Kelly Yang, New York Times bestselling author of Front
Desk Every Saturday, Pawcasso trots into town with a basket, a
shopping list, and cash in paw to buy groceries for his family. One day,
he passes eleven-year-old Jo, peering out the window of her house,
bored and lonely. Astonished by the sight of an adorable basket-toting
dog on his own, Jo follows Pawcasso, and when she’s seen alongside
him by a group of kids from her school, they mistake her for Pawcasso’s
owner. Excited to make new friends, Jo reluctantly hides the truth and
agrees to let “her” dog model for an art class the kids attend. What
could go wrong? But what starts as a Chihuahua-sized lie quickly grows
Great Dane-sized when animal control receives complaints about a dog
roaming the streets off-leash. With Pawcasso’s freedom at stake, is Jo
willing to spill the truth and risk her new friendships? "A beautifully
drawn and delightful story bursting with art, books, and fun!" —Maria
Scrivan, New York Times bestselling author of Nat Enough and Forget
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Me NatWhen I was four and my daddy left, I cried, but I understood. He
had become part of the Gone. Oney Judge is a slave. But on the
plantation of Mount Vernon, the beautiful home of George and Martha
Washington, she is not called a slave. She is referred to as a servant,
and a house servant at that -- a position of influence and respect. When
she rises to the position of personal servant to Martha Washington, her
status among the household staff -- black or white -- is second to none.
She is Lady Washington's closest confidante and for all intents and
purposes, a member of the family -- or so she thinks. Slowly, Oney's
perception of her life with the Washingtons begins to crack as she
realizes the truth: No matter what it's called, it's still slavery and she's
still a slave. Oney must make a choice. Does she stay where she is -comfortable, with this family that has loved her and nourished her and
owned her since the day she was born? Or does she take her liberty -her life -- into her own hands, and like her father, become one of the
Gone? Told with immense power and compassion, Taking Liberty is the
extraordinary true story of one young woman's struggle to take what is
rightfully hers.Managing your boss: Isn't that merely manipulation?
Corporate cozying up? Not according to John Gabarro and John Kotter. In
this handy guidebook, the authors contend that you manage your boss
for a very good reason: to do your best on the job—and thereby benefit
not only yourself but also your supervisor and your entire company.
Your boss depends on you for cooperation, reliability, and honesty. And
you depend on him or her for links to the rest of the organization, for
setting priorities, and for obtaining critical resources. By managing your
boss—clarifying your own and your supervisor's strengths, weaknesses,
goals, work styles, and needs—you cultivate a relationship based on
mutual respect and understanding. The result? A healthy, productive
bond that enables you both to excel. Gabarro and Kotter provide
valuable guidelines for building this essential relationship—including
strategies for determining how your boss prefers to process information
and make decisions, tips for communicating mutual expectations, and
tactics for negotiating priorities. Thought provoking and practical,
Managing Your Boss enables you to lay the groundwork for one of the
most crucial working relationships you'll have in your career.Susanna
English desperately wants to join the circle of girls who meet every
week at the parsonage, but she doesn’t realize the leader of the group,
the malicious Ann Putnam, is about to set off a torrent of false
accusations that will lead to the imprisonment and execution of
countless innocent people—victims of a witch-hunt panic. “The author’s
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skillful manipulation of the conventions of the young-adult
novel—particularly the rich exploration of being an outsider and going
against the mainstream—makes this book a superb vehicle for
examining the social dynamics of this legendary event.” —The Horn
BookAdapted from the "New York Times" bestseller for adults--the true
story of an unsung hero, whose actions on September 11th offer a
lasting lesson about character, calling, and courage.Arranged
alphabetically from Adolphe Adam to Jiri Kylian, this reference includes
entries on individual artists, individual ballets, and on ballet
companies.Power and Influence in Organizations is a research-based
exploration of emerging trends and new perspectives. Each contributor
provides insight into their research, an overview of trends, and thoughts
about the direction of future research.How could Lizzy Enders's father
abandon her at a girls school run by nuns? She's surrounded by
Catholics--but she's Methodist! Shunned by the other boarders, Lizzy
befriends a wandering carpenter named José, who with just three
tools--and unflagging faith--builds an elaborate spiral staircase in the
new chapel in mere weeks. When he disappears without a trace, Lizzy
realizes that the way she sees things is not always the way they are.
Inspired by the legend of the "miraculous" staircase in the Chapel of
Loretto in Santa Fe, Ann Rinaldi skillfully blends the mystery
surrounding the staircase's builder with the daily trials of a spunky
thirteen-year-old girl growing up in the 1870s.All my life I have done
what my family wanted. I have performed and made them happy. Until
now. Now I have broken out on my own Sarah Tracy has spent her
entire life under constant supervision, always under the thumb of one
older sibling or another. Now, at eighteen it's time for her to get
married, so she is sent to dinner parties, plays, teas, soirees, talks, and
chaperoned walks -- always accompanied, always watched. Sarah's tired
of it -- tired of being shipped around, tired of being reminded that it's
time to find a suitable husband. She knows that a husband is definitely
not what she wants. But the year is 1861 and it's not proper for girls of
Sarah's age to be single or independent. Then Sarah sees an
advertisement looking for a young woman to oversee Mount Vernon, the
beloved, though now dilapidated, family home of George Washington.
Intent on securing the position, she lies to her family and her potential
employer, and she becomes mistress of this decaying symbol of
American freedom. And then comes the American Civil War. As battles
rage around her, Sarah is determined to create a haven of peace at
Mount Vernon. With consummate skills, feminine wiles, and a true sense
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of diplomacy, Sarah single-handedly manages to keep Mount Vernon
out of the war. But while she is able to influence generals, soldiers, and
even the president, she learns she doesn't hold such sway over her own
heart -- as she also discovers true love. Based on a true story, this is the
amazing tale of one girl's path to womanhood.In the summer of 1859,
fifteen-year-old Annie travels to the Maryland farm where her father,
John Brown, is secretly assembling his provisional army prior to their
raid on the United States arsenal at nearby Harpers Ferry.
Reprint.Suggested techniques and concepts of good management follow
from the Carnegie philosophy that managing means managing through
people by encouraging individuals, stimulating creativity, and increasing
the desire to succeedThis story of Thomas Jefferson's children by one of
his slaves, Sally Hemings, tells a darker piece of America's history from
an often unseen perspective-that of three of Jefferson's slaves-including
two of his own children. As each child grows up and tells his story, the
contradiction between slavery and freedom becomes starker, calliing
into question the real meaning of "life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness." This poignant story sheds light on what life was like as one
of Jefferson's invisible offspring.War is turning Juliet Bradshaw's world
upside down. Her brother, Seth, rides with William Quantrill's renegade
Confederate army, but he's helpless when the Yankees arrest Juliet
along with the wives and sisters of Quantrill's soldiers as spies.
Imprisoned in a dilapidated old house in Kansas City, Juliet is one of a
handful of survivors after the building collapses, killing most of the
young girls inside. When she's reunited with her brother, Juliet finds the
life she had previously known is gone. Surrounded by secrets, lies,
murder, and chaos, she must determine just how far she will go to
protect the people and things she holds dear.
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